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1 Introduction

This author has not the slightest doubt that, when asked to play the coordination game

G, from Figure 1 in a purely noncooperative fashion, and without receiving any outside

guidance about how to play, each reader would choose R

L2 R2

L1

RI
1,1
0,0

0,0
2,2

Figure 1: The coordination game Gi.

Common sense dictates that one should play R in this game (R is the focal point

(Schelling ( 1960)), but until recently the literature offered no formal, purely nonco-

operative theories ( i.e. theories based solely on considerations of individual utility max-

imization) that single out R as the unique solution of Gl. Our purpose in this paper is

to a acquaint the reader with some recent theories that do indeed single out R as the

solution of Gl.

Note that also L-(L1,L2) is a Nash equilibrium of Gr, in fact it is a strict equi-

librium: each player strictly looses by unilaterally deviating from L. Consequently, L

satisfies the conditions imposed by the most refined equilibrium notions proposed today

such as strategic stability in the sense of Kohlberg and Mertens (1986). Kohlberg and

Mertens do not argue that L will necessarily be observed if Gl ia played, however, they

claiin that an agreement (or assignment) to play L is self-enforcing, i.e. that no player

will have an incentive to deviate from L if it is recommended that L should be played

(and if this recommendation is common knowledge). Even this weaker justification of L

is cliallenged by experimental results reported in Van Huyck et al. (1988). In a coordi-

nation game similar to Gl, these authors found that only 1 pair of players (out of 30)

followed the recommendation to play the Pareto dominated equilibrium: Without any

communication, 47 from the 60 individuals (and 18 of the 30 paira of players) deviated
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to the Pareto dominant equilibrium. Apparently, the players are ao convinced that only

R makes sense in Gl that they conaider any auggeation to play something else to be non-

sensica.l, and they ignore such a suggestion since they know that any other player will

also ignore it. The obvioua question of courae is óow players can know that only R makes

sense. In thia paper we preaent the main ideasofaome theoriea that address thia question.

In the exiating literature one approach to ptoblems poaed by games as Gl has simply

been to postulate collective rationality as an axiom, i.e. to aasume that players will

always coordinate on a Pareto optimal equilibrium. For example, Harsanyi and Selten

(1988) impose such collective rationality as long as it does not conflict with symmetry

or other more deairable propertiea. (The reader is referred to the poatacript of that book

for insightful argumenta in favor of collective rationality.) Also the literature on renego-

tiation in repeated gamea (see Pearce (1990) for a survey) is based on the asaumption of

collective rationality. Although intereating insighta can be obtained from that assump-

tion, it ia thia author's opinion that collectivoe rationality ahould not be taken as a basic

postulate, hence, in thia paper attention will be confined to a purely noncooperative (i.e.

individualiatic) framework. (The reader is referred to Van Damme (1988) for an example

where collective rationality conflicta with more basic requirementa.)

The paper deals excluaively with 2 x 2 gamea, i.e. with 2-person normal form games

in which each player has two pure strategies at his diaposal. No doubt, the class of 2 x

2 games is very special. However, it is a very important clasa of gamea: Each situation

in which players are uncertain about which of two equilibria ahould be played formally

corresponda to a 2 x 2 game. The reatriction to 2 x 2 gamea allowa ua to present some

fundamental ideas in their purest form. These ideas can also be applied to more general

games. For an investigation of the extent to which the results generaliae to larger classes

of games, the reader should consult the papers cited in the text. For general attacks on

the equilibrium selection problem the reader is referred to Harsanyi and Selten (1988)

or to Guth and Kalkofen (1989).
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we investigate

whether adding a communication atage will enable (or force) players to play the Pareto

dominant equilibrium in coordination games. Modela with cheap talk as well as models in

which communication is costly are considered. In Section 3 we review Aumann's (1989)

argument of why an announcement to play a strict Nash equilibrium is not necessarily

credible and introduce the Harsanyi~Selten concept of risk dominance. The Sections 4

and 5 constitute the heart of the paper. Section 4 describes a reasoning process that

leads boundedly Bayesian rational players, who truncate the hierarchy of beliefs at the

second level, to play the risk dominant equilibrium of each 2 x 2 game in which there

is a conflict of intereat. This section builds on ideas developed by Harsanyi and Selten,

specifically the reasoning process is motivated by their definition of the bicentric prior

which plays a role in the tracing procedure (cf. Harsanyi and Selten (1988, pp. 207-208),

Harsanyi (1976, p. 221). Section 5 briefly discusses the approach to equilibrium selection

that was proposed in Carlsson and Van Damme (1990). In that approach it is assumed

that players are slightly uncertain about which game they are playing and it is shown

that such uncertainty forces the players to coordinate on the risk dominant equilibrium.

Finally, it is indicated in Section 6 that the risk dominant equilibrium is also likely to

einerge in a context in which the game is played repeatedly by naive players who make

mistakes with a small probability. This section is based on Kandori et al. (1991).

2 Communication

One argument that one finds in the literature for why players would choose R in Figure

1 even in the absence of communication ia based on Schelling's (1960) principle of tacit

bargaining. It is argued that playera will compare the situation without communication

with that in which communication is possible and that, aince players know that, if

communication would be possible, they would talk themselves into equilibrium R, they

do not need to actually communicate to reach this same conclusion. The question, of

course, is why communication necessarily leads to R. In this section several arguments in

favor of this conclusion are presented. Attention will be confined to games of `common
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interest'. (For experimental evidence of the effect of "cheap talk", the reader is referred

to Cooper et al. (1989, 1991).)

2.1 Cheap Talk

Given a game G, let the game T,(G) be defined as follows: First player i makes a sug-

gestion of which strategy vector to play in game G(player i may also choose to remain

silent), thereafter, the players play G. Payoffa in T;(G) only depend on what happens

in G, they do not depend directly on the firat atage talk. Hence, talk is cheap but it

may influence the actiona chosen in G. Clearly, if Gi is as in Figure 1, then T;(Gl) has

a subgame perfect equilibrium in which the players simply ignore whatever happened

in the communication atage and play the `wrong' equilibrium L. As noted in Farrell

(1988), the problem is that we have no link between worda and actions. To overcome

thia problem Farrell suggested to asaume that statements be interpreted according to

their literal meanings unless there ia atrong logical reason to distruat the atatements.

(Also see Myerson (1989).) Specifically, Farrell (1988) asaumes that any announcement

to play a Nash equilibrium will be believed and honored. Clearly, under this assumption,

player i will announce R in T;(Gl) and playera will play R in G~.

The above conclusion has to be modified if both players can make announcements

before the play of the game. For a 2-person game G Farrell ( 1987) investigates the game

T(G) in which the players simultaneously announce which strategies they will choose in

G. Farrell assumea that the announced atrategiea will be played if they constitute an

equilibrium. He also assumes that, if G is symmetric and the announcements are not in

equilibrium, players will play a symmetric equilibrium of G. Under these assumptions,

the game T(Gl) can be represented as in Figure 2 with v-~~3i hence, T(Gl) - Gz(~~3).
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LI

RI

L2 R2

1,1
v, v

v, v

2,2
Figure 2: Game G~(v).

It is clear that there are equilibria of T(G~ ) in which piayera do nat announce R. Fur-

thermore, even multiple rounda of announcements do not neceasarily lead to R. Namely,

it is easily seen that T(Gz(v)) - Gz((2 - v~)~3 - 2v), hence T"(Gl) --~ Gz(1) (n -. oo).

Hence, even when there are many rounda of communication, L remains as a atrict equi-

librium.

A similar symmetric procedure of repeated strategy announcements has been pro-

posed in Kalai and Samet (1985). That paper usea persiatent equilibrium (Kalai and

Samet (1984)) as the basic solution concept. For our purposes it is sufficient to note

that in the game Gl of Figure 1 only the pure equilibria L and R are peraiatent and

that in a 2 x 2 game each persistent equilibrium is perfect (i.e. involves undominated

strategies). Kalai and Samet assume that the announced atrategies will be played if they

constitute a persistent equilibrium, and that, if the announcementa do not combine to

a persistent equilibrium, players will continue with some persistent equilibrium that is

independent of the announcementa (subgame aymmetry). Clearly, under these assump-

tions, the cheap talk game ia either equivalent to G~(1) or to Gz(2) and in both cases

only R is the persistent equilibrium. Hence, Kalai and Samet conclude that 1 round of

preplay communication is enough to obtain R in game Gl.

2.2 An Evolutionary Approach

The approach from the previous subaection may be criticized for the fact that it assumes

that certain announcements are interpreted according to their literal meanings rather

than that it derives these focal meanings as a conclusion. One may argue that, in the
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model from the previous subsection, there is actually no room for real communication

since the game and the player's rationality and belieís are common knowledge. Anderlini

(1990) studies a model in which there is room for real communication. He considers the

situation in which the game G~ from Figure 1 is played between Turing machines. First

two Turing machines are drawn from the pool of all such machines by "metaplayersT,

tf~ese aelected machinea then exchange their Gódel numbers and finally they play Gl.

Anderlini shows that all trembling hand perfect equilibria of the game between the meta-

players result in the Pareto dominant outc.ome R. As Anderlini remarka, the metaplayers

can best be viewed as a metaphor for an evolutionary procesa.

The logic supporting Anderlini's result may informally be explained as follows (cf.

R.obson (1989)). Asaume that in game Gt initially there is no communication and the

equilibrium L is played. Conaider a mutant that carcies a signal to play R; the mutant

will play L if it dces not receive a signal that the other is going to play R while it will play

R if such a signal is indeed received. Note that the mutant dces equally well against

a strategy in the original population as such a strategy does itself, but that, when a

mutant meeta himself, it fares better than a strategy from the original population. Con-

scqucntly, the mutant will thrive in the population and it will gradually drive out thc

original strategy. Formally, the original strategy is not an evolutionarily stable strategy

or ESS, (Maynard Smith (1982)).

Maynard Smith (1982) defined ESS only for static games, but Selten (1983) extended

the definition to general extensive form games. It can be shown that an ESS of a game

in extensive form induces an ESS in each subgame and that, if subgames are replaced

by their ESS-values, an ESS must result in the truncated game as well (cf. Van Damme

(1987, Corollary 9.8.8)). Since Gl has two ESS, viz. L and R it follows that an ESS of

the preplay game T(Gl) must be an ESS of some game G3(o,~3,ry) as in Figure 3 with

o,p,y E {1,2}. (The entry (p,~) occurs twice because of the symmetry requirement in

ESS.)
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L1

RI

L2 R2
a, a Q~Q

Figure 3: Game G3(a, ~, ry).

If a -(3 - ry, then G3(a, ~3, ry) doea not admit ESS, henc;e, at least one of Lhc cntrics

must be (2,2). But then it followa ( from the fact that ESS must be are in undominated

strategies) that all ESS of the preplay communication game T(Gl) result in the Pareto-

efficient equilibrium R. (It should be noted that the above analysis is preliminary; we

glossed over such issues as the difference between limit ESS and ESS, nor did we discuss

existence. However, evolutionary analysis of cheap talk gamea clearly seems a promising

area for further research.)

2.3 Costly Communication

Next let us assume that talking is not free, that speaking a word costa a small amount

e. Consider first the case in which only player 1 can talk and in which player 2 exactly

hears what player 1 says. This model was analysed in Ben-Porath and Dekel (1987).

Van Damme (1989) considered costly communication in the Battle of the Sexes Game.

Forrnally, before playing the normal form game G- (S;, u;)31, player 1 chooses to spcak

a certain number, m, of worda and if m is choaen and s is played in G, the payoffs are

ul(m,s) - ul(s) - me and uz(m,s) - uz(s). Denote this modified game by T~(G).

Note that we assume that listening and counting are costless, however, such costs can

be incorporated in the model without changing the results. We claim that, if player

1 can talk long enough (i.e. if the maximal numbet of words M that he is allowed to

speak is large enough), then the game Ti (Gl ) is dominance aolvable with solution (0, R).

Hence, by iterative elimination of (weakly) dominated strategiea Tl (Gl) can be reduced

to the outcome in which there is no talking and playera play R. The argument is simple.

Let M be such that Me 1 1 and consider m with me ~ 1 but me ~ 1. Then (m,L~)
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(i.e. speaking m words and then playing Ll) is dominated for player 1 and after having

eliminated (m, Li) responding to m by L~ becomes dominated for player 2. If Lz after

m is eliminated, then (m',Ll) becomes dominated by (m,Rl) if m'E ~ 1- me. Next,

reaponding to m' with Lz is dominated for player 2, so that (m', Rl) `guarantees' player

1 the payoff 2- m'e. Hence, if m' is sufficiently small, (m', Rl) dominates (0, Ll). How-

ever, if (O,LI) ia eliminated, then player 2 muat respond to 0 with Rz. Consequently,

only the outcome is which there is no talking and players play R remains. (Hence, this

argument formalizes the principle of tacit bargaining: Players do not talk but the fact

that it is common knowledge that they could talk fully determines the outcome.)

The reader can verify that the game T`(Gl) in which both playera can talk simul-

taneously (i.e. the payoff functiona in T~(G) are u~(m,s) - ul(s) - mle, u~(m,s) -

uz(s) - mze where m; is the number of worda apoken by player i) is no longer dominancc

solvable. However, application of the Kohlberg and Mertens (1986) notion of strategic

stability impliea that players will atill succeed to play R in T`(Gl) without actually hav-

ing to communicate. Namely, consider an equilibrium outcome in which the players play

L. Then by talking a little bit more as in this outcome, player i can signal that he wants

to switch to R;, but then his opponent should awitch to R~ and player i improves his

payoff: he spends E more on communication to increase his payoff from 1 to 2. (The

formal argument uses the fact that the etrategies involved are not best responses against

the equilibrium outcome, hence, that it should be possible to eliminate them without

affecting the outcome.) Hence, playing L is not atable in T`(Gl). Similarly, any outcome

in which at least one player communicates and the players choose R cannot be stable.

Stability would force the opponent to interpret a slightly shorter speech as a signal that

the player still wants to play R, but then obviously, the player will make this shorter

speech. Consequently, only playing R without any communication taking place is sta-

ble. (Van Damme (1989) ahows that, in the Battle of the Sexes, stability requires that

there is some communication if players can talk simultaneously. Hence, in this game,

simultaneous talk necessarily leads to inefficient outcomea.)
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3 Risk Dominance

Aumann (1989) has challenged the point of view that an announcement to play a strict

Nash equilibrium ia credible. Aumann used the game from Figure 4 to ahow that a

preplay agreement to play a strict equilibrium might not be kept.

L2 R2

L1

Rl

9,9

8,0

0,8

7,7
Figure 4: Aumann's Game.

The game from Figure 4 has two strict equilibria, viz. L and R. Each equilibrium

has something going for it: L is Pareto dominant, but R is much safer. In the absence of

preplay communication each player i might decide to play R; since playing R; guarantees

the equilibrium payoff of 7(in fact, R; might yield 8) while hia payoff might drop from 9

to 0 if he chooses L; but is so unlucky to be matched with a cautious opponent choosing

R~. Hence, if player i fears that hia opponent is a cautious player, then he might prefer

R;. Of course, the reasoning does not atop here, player i realizes that player j reasons

in the same way, hence, player i might prefer to play R; if he believea that j believes

that i is a cautious player. In fact, player i might prefer to play R; if he believes that j

believes that i believea that j is a cautious player, etc.

Given the above argumenta in favor of R, let us assume that we are in a world in

wl~ich players are convinced that, without preplay communication, it only makes sense

to play R and let us investigate whether players in this world can talk each other into L.

Given the above each player i needs considerable reassurance from his opponent j that

j will indeed play L~ a[ter an announcement to do so. But what reassurance can player

i get? Actually there is no reassurance whatsoever since also a player j who intends to

play R~ will announce that he intenda to play L~ trying thereby to induce player i to
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choose L; and, hence, to increase his payoff from 7 to 8. Consequently, player i realizes

that the opponent will always announce L~ irrespective of what he intends to do. Hence,

no new information can be tranamitted during the preplay communication phase, and

it seems that with communication the game will be played in exactly the same way as

when there is no communication. Therefore, in the world that we poatulated, players

will play R also when communication is possible, and announcementa to play L are not

credible.

Harsanyi and Selten ( 1988) formalized the idea that one equilibrium is safer than

auother by meane of the notion of riak dominance that will be introduced now. Let G

be a 2 x 2 game ( with atrategies L; and R; for player i) and write B;(l~) for the set of

best reaponsea of player i against the mixed atrategy l~L~ ~- ( 1 - l~)R~ of player j. The

correspondence B- B~ -(B~,B~) ia called the best reply correspondence of G. One

might take the point of view that thia correspondence contains all essential information

about a game: Afte.r the preplay communication is over and player i has formed hia be-

liefs about what player j is going to do, B~ is all that player i needs to know to compute

which action is optimal. Taking this point of view implies that whether equilibrium L

or R is safer in G can only depend on Bc. The games G and G' will be called óest reply

equivalent if B~ - B~..

It is easily seen that the best reply correspondence is not changed by multiplying a

player's payoff with a positive conatant nor íf we add to player i's payoff a constant that

only depends on player j's atrategy (i.e. if u;(s) - ku;(s) -~ f(s~) and k 1 0, then the

game with payoffs (ui, uz) is best reply equivalent to the game with payoffs (ul, u2). By

applying such transformations one sees that the game from Figure 4 is best reply equiv-

alent to that of Figure 5. Obvioualy, in the latter R ia the moat attractive equilibrium.

We see that the Pareto optimality concept ia not best reply invariant.
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L1

RI

L2 RZ
1,1
0,0

0,0
7,7

Figure 5: A game that is beat reply

equivalent to Aumann's game.

The reader can easily verify that, more generally, each 2 x 2 game G with two strict

Nash equilibria (say L and R) is best reply equivalent to a pure coordination game, i.e.

to a game in which the off-diagonal payoffs are zero and the diagonal payoffs are strictly

poaitive. Following Harsanyi and Selten (1988) we say that L risk dominates R in G if

in the (or, equivalently, any) pure coordination game G' that is best reply equivalent to

G, L Pareto dominates R. Hence, the notion of risk dominance is best reply invariant

and coincides, for coordination gamea, with our intuition that ín such games the Pareto

dominant equilibrium is safest. One can show that, equivalently, L riak dominates R if

thc product of the deviation losaes asaociated with L ia larger than the product of devia-

tion losses at R. (One takes the product of the two playera' deviation losses where player

i's deviation loae at L is defined as how much thia player losea if he deviatea unilaterally

from L.) Yet another equivalent characterization is that L risk dominates R if and only

if the best reply region of L (i.e. the strategy vectors s for which L; is a best response

against s~ (i ~ j) has a larger area than the best reply region of R.

By going over a couple of examples the reader will quickly see that the risk domi-

nance concept corresponds very well with our intuition about which equilibrium is less

risky. Obviously, in Figure 4, R risk dominates L. As has probably become clear from

the heuristic argument from the beginning of this aection, risk dominance is related to

hierarchies of beliefs, hence, to the concept of common knowledge (Aumann (1976)).

Intuitively speaking, an event is common knowledge if all players know that all players

know that all players know it, and so on. In the following sections, risk dominance will
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figure prominently and the link between risk dominance and common knowledge will be

made more explicit. (For a popular introduction to the subject of common knowledge

and for a discussion of the importance of this concept in game theoretic analysis, the

reader is referred to Binmore and Brandenburger (1988).)

4 Boundedly Bayesian Players

Consider the game G(u',u~) from Figure 6 in which there are two pure strategy Nash

equilibria ((s, w) and (w, s)) and a mixed one. (In the latter each player i chooses s with

probability v~ :- 1~(1 q- u~) where j~ i.) Note that each 2 x 2 game with two strict

equilibria is best reply equivalent to a game G(u~,ua) with 0 G u; foc some (u~,uz). In

thia section attention will be restricted to the case where 0 C u; G 1, hence, there is a

conftict of interest: player 1 preCers the equilibrium (s, w) to the equilibrium (w, s) and

player 2's preferences go in the opposite direction. The mixed strategy equilibrium yields

player i the expected payoff u;~(1 f u;), hence, this equilibrium is Pareto dominated by

both pure equilibria. The game may be interpreted as a simple bargaining game: Two

offers are on the table and at least one of the playera has to give in: If neither gives in

(or both yield) then a confiict resulta.

w

0,0

ul, l

w

1, u2

0,0
Figure 6: Game G(ul, uZ).

Since there are multiple equilibria, there is atrategic uncertainty and it is not clear

which equilibrium to play. Let us assume that our players are "Bayesianr so that they are

able to associate probabilitíes to any event about which they are uncertain. Specifically

let s~ be the probability that player i assigns to the event that player j plays s(where

i~ j). Hence, player i believes that player j plays the mixed atrategy s~s ~( 1 - s~)w.
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If player i is "Bayesian rationalT he will choose that action that maximizea his expected

payoff, hence, player i's optimal strategy ia

s if s~ G v;

~p;(si) - (4.1)

w if s~ ~ v;

where v; :- 1~(1-}. u;). Player j initially doea not know player i's beliefs, i.e. he does not

know s~. Being Bayesian he can assign probabilities to the possible valuea of s~. Let F~

denote the distribution function of these "second order" beliefs of player j, hence F~(x~)

is the probability that player j assigns to uplayer i believes that s~ is less than x~". From

these second order beliefs and the fact that player i ia Bayesian rational ( i.e. that player

i plays as in (4.1)) player j can compute the probability that player i will choose s as

F~(v;). Now we started from the assumption that player j assigned a probability s; to

ttiis event, hence, conaiatency of the first and second order beliefs requires that

s~ - Fi(v~) (~ ~ j) (4.2)

so that player j's second order beliefa fully determine this player's first order beliefs.

In a fully specified Bayesian model one would also have to consider higher orders of

beliefs, i.e. player i would be required to assign probabilities to the various second order

beliefs FJ that player j might have. Since this approach dces not aeem very tractable

analytically, let us asaume that the players are bounded in their capabilities and let us

assume that they truncate the hierarchy of beliefs at the second level. Let us further

assume that the second order beliefs F~ and Fz are common knowledge. Since in this

case player i knows the beliefs F~ of player j he has to update his own beliefs F;. Namely,

F; represents player i's original beliefs on s; but, if F~ is known, player i can compute s;

from (4.2). Let us assume that updating takes place by assigning a small probability E

to the computed value of s;. Hence, denoting by b(x) the Dirac measure that assigns all

weight to x, the following updating scheme is suggested
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Fktl - (1 - E)Fk f Eó(9k)

9k - Fk(v~)

(4.3.a)

(4.3.6)

To investigate where this reasoning process leads to we have to specify the starting point

(Fa, Fz ). Let us assume that initially player i dces not assign epecific weight to any

particular value of s„ hence,

FA allows a density that is positive on [0,1] (4.3.c)

In order not to bias the final result, we propose to start from a symmetric distribution,

Fo-Fá

We can now show

(4.3.d)

Proposition 1: The reasoning process (4. 3.a) -(,~.8.d) results in the risk dominant

equilibrium of G(ul,u~) iful ~ uz and if E is small enough.

Proof: Assume u~ G uz so that (s, w) risk dominates ( w, s) in G(u~, u~). Since in this

case v~ ~ vZ the conditions (4.3.c), (4.3.d) imply

(4.4)

Next, it is easily seen that (4.3.a) -(4.3.b) imply that
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s~t' G s~ if and only if v~ G sk (4.5)

For e sufficiently small the phase diagram of ( 4.5) is, in the region determined by (4.4),

given as in Figure 7. Clearly, we always converge to (sl,s~) -(1,0), hence, to the risk

dominant equilibrium ( s, w). ~

S2

S1

Figure 7

5 Global Payoff Uncertainty

In this section we briefly discuss the justification of risk dominance that is proposed in

Carlsson and Van Damme (1990) (henceforth CD). Roughly, the answer that CD give

Lo Lhe question of how playera can know that only R makes sense in the game. of Figurc

1(and also in the game of Figure 4) is that players know this from experience with (or

from reasoning through) similar games. CD argue that these games should not be ana-

lyzed in isolation: Players know what to do in the game from Figure 1 eince they know

that it is optimal to play the Pareto best equilibrium in each coordination game with
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Pareto ranked payoffs. CD suggest to analyze classes of games with the same structure

simultaneously. They picture players in the context in which the payoffs of the game are

only "almost common knowledge„ and they show that when a 2 x 2 game is played in

this context, players are forced to analyse all games simultaneoualy and thereby reason

themselves to the risk dominant equilibrium. (Of course the idea that a solution of a

game should be part of a plan that is consistent across a larger domain occurs already

in the seminal work of Nash (1950) on bargaining and that of Schelling (1960) on focal

points.) Hence, CD do not work explicitly with the hierarchy of beliefs as we did in the

previous section. However, an equilibrium of the CD-perturbed game induces such an

infinite hierarchy of beliefa.

The CD approach will now be illuatrated by means of the game I'(B) from Figure 8.

L2

L1

R1

Rz

9,9 0,1 f 6

1 ~6,0 9,B

Figure 8: Game I'(B).

Note that I'(7) is Aumann's game from Figure 4. Imagine that the players are in

the context in which they know that they have to play a game I'(B) as in Figure 8 but

they do not yet know which one. Hence, they know that they have to play a game in

which the conflict between risk dominance and payoff dominance exists. (The reader

may argue that the parametrization from Figure 8 is not natural; However, it is just

chosen to simplify the argument. The other assumptions that are to be discussed next

should also be viewed in this spirit; the results from Carlsson and Van Damme (1990)

are more general.) The reader will probably agree that as B increases playing L becomes

less and less attractive and that a natural way to play this game is by specifying a cutoff

value B and play L if and only if B is less than B. CD ahow that, if the players can observe

the actual parameter value B only with some slight noise, then the value of B is uniquely
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determicred in equilibrium. In fact, CD ahow that B- 4, hence, the players always choose

the risk dominant equilibrium. (Note that aome noise is essential to derive uniqueness:

if D could be perfectly observed, then each game I'(B) would occur as a simple subgame

an the cutoff value may lie anywhere, in fact, in this case the equilibrium strategiea need

not be stepfunctions.)

To formally derive the above reault let us assume that the set 0 of all possible param-

eter values is finite, that initially all values of B are equally likely and that O includes

values D with B G 0(which makes L; strictly dominant) as well as values with B~ 8

(such that R; is strictly dominant). Furthermore, assume that, if the actual parameter

value is B, then one player receives the aignal Bt (i.e. the smallest value in 0 that is

larger than B) while the other gets to hear B' (i.e. the largeat value in 0 that is smaller

than B) with both possibilities being equally likely (with the appropriate modifications

at the endpoints of 0). Since the observations are noisy no player knowa exactly which

`game' he is playing, however, if the grid of 0 ia fine then each player has fairly ac-

curate information about the payoffs in the game. Furthermore, each player also has

good knowledge about the information of his opponent and the players know that their

perceptions of what the payoffs are do not differ too much. Hence, if the grid of O is fine,

the game with noisy observations, which will be denoted by I'(O), may be viewed as a

small perturbation of the game in which observations are perfect and in the latter I'(D)

occurs as a subgame for each value of B. However, from the point of view of common

knowlcdge (Aumann (1976)), the gamea are completely dificrent. Namcly, if a playcr

receives the signal B, then he knows that the payoffs either are as in I'(B-) of as in I'(B})

and he knows that his opponent either received the signal B-- or Btt. Hence, he also

knows that the opponent believea that the game is either I'(B'--) or I'(B') or I'(Bt)

or I'(Btt}) , with all probabilities being equally likely, and that the opponent believes

that his signal ia eithcr 8----, or Bt}t} or B with the latter having probability ~~1.

Continuing inductively it is therefore seen that no matter how fine the grid size of O is,

basically the only information that is common knowledge is that some game I'(D) with B

in O has to be played. This lack of common knowledge forces the playera to take a global
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perspective in order to solve the perturbed game: To know what to do if one receives

the signal B one should also investigate what to do at parameter values B' that are far

away from B. It is this phenomenon that drives the CD reaulta. It is easy to derive the

following result

Proposition 2. In the game I'(9) choosing L; és iterntively dominant for each oóser-

vation B; G 4-, while choosing R; is iterntively dominant ijB; ~ 4t.

Proof: Let B; be the observation of player i. If B; G 0(resp. B; ~ 8) then player

i chooses L; (resp. R;) since he knows that this action is strictly dominant. Assume

that it has already bcen ahown by iterative elimination of strictly dominated stratcgics

that L~ and Lz (resp. R~ and R~ ) are strictly dominant at each observation B with

B C a(resp. B 7~3). Hence, the iterative procedure starts with a- 0'- and ~- 8tt.

Consider B; - at, so that player i knowa that either í1~ - a- or B~ - attt, hence, player

i knows that player j will choose L~ with a probability p that is at least ~~z. Choosing

L; yields an expected payoff of 9p while R; yielda at most at} ~- p, so that player i will

find it strictly dominant to choose L; if att C 4. Consequently, L; is iteratively domi-

nant for player i at B; if B; C 4' and similarly R; is iteratively dominant at f7; if t1; 1 4}. ~

Proposition 2 shows that the perturbed game I'(6) is almost dominance solvable: For

all but a small set of parameter values (viz. the interval [4',4t]) unique iteratively

dominant actions exist. By playing these dominant strategies playera coordinate on the

risk dominant equilibrium of the actual game that was selected by chance, hence, by just

relying on rationalizability (Bernheim (1984), Pearce (1984)) in the perturbed game we

obtain equilibrium selection according to the riak dominance criterion for every game

I'(LJ) with B~[4-, 4t]. In the limit, as the grid size of 6 tenda to zero and, hence, the

information about the payoffs in the game becomes `perfect', players play the risk domi-

nant equilibrium of I'(B) for every value of B. (Carlsaon and Van Damme (1990) prove a

result similar to, but considerably more general than Proposition 2; see their Theorem 2.)
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As the proof of Proposition 2 makes clear, the lack of common knowledge in I'(O)

leads the regions in which L(resp. R) is dominant to exert a remote influence on other

parameter values. A similar action from a distance also drives the results in Rubin-

stein's (1989) electronic mail game. Rubinstein considers the following scenario in which

two players are involved that have to play one of two games, I', or I'6i depending upon

whether the state of nature is a or 6. Initially the players consider the two states of

nature to be equally likely. For concreteness assume that game I'a is Aumann's game

from Figure 4(which is reprinted below as Figure 9.a) while I'y is the game from Figure

9.b. Note that in the latter game R; is strictly dominant for each player i.

LZ R2
L1

R1
9,9
8,0

0,8
7,7

L2

RZ

L1 R1

0,0
1,0 1,1

0,1

Figure 9.a: Game I'a. Figure 9.b: Game I'6.

Clearly, the players would like to coordinate on L in state a and on R in state b.

Rubinstein assumes that the information which state of nature prevails is initially only

known to player 1 but that this player can communicate to player 2 by electronic mail.

Unfortunately the mail system is not perfect and the message "the state is an is lost

with probability e. (Rubinstein assumes that no messages are sent in state b.) In

fact, every message that is sent is lost with probability E along the way. To make up

for this deficiency, the mail system is set up such that, upon receipt of any message,

a confirmation of receipt is sent automatically. (Hence, if player 2 receives player 1's

initial message then he confirms and this confirmation, when received by player 1, is

reconfirmed, etc.) The analysis of this communication game is easy. Player 1 has Rl as

a dominant strategy if he hears that the game is I'6. If player 2 dces not receive any

messages, he concludes that with probability 1- e the game is I'a, hence, that Rl will be

chosen with a probability of at least 1- e. Therefore, he concludes that it is dominant
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to choose Rz. Next, if in state a player 1 does not receive a confirmation of player 2,

he thinks that it is (roughly) just as likely that his first message was lost as that the

confirmation was loat, hence, he asaigns a probability of at least (about) ~~z to player 2

playing Rz and he finds it optimal (dominant) to play Rl. Continuing inductively, one

finda that each player í finde it iteratively dominant to play R; no matter how many

messages he receivea. Again one sees that the situation with zero messages exerts a

remote influence on the case with N(N latge) messages. Even though it is the case, if

N is large, that the players know that the game is I'„ and that they know that they

know this, this fact is not common knowledge, and this prevents them from choosing L.

(Note that this result would not be changed if also in state 6 messages were exchanged.)

6 Learning and Mutation

Up to now we have mainly considered equilibrium selection in the situation where the

game is played only once and players have no direct evidence with the game. (The only

exception óas been Subsection 2.2.) To use Binmore's (1987) terminology: we have re-

mained in the eductive context. We have assumed that our players are auperrational and

that they can reason themselves towarda equilibria. We have presented two reasoning

processes that, when adopted by the players, lead them to the risk dominant equilibrium

in 2 x 2 games (Propositions 1 and 2).

In this section we briefly discuss the very interesting tecent paper Kandori et al. (1991)

in which equilibrium selection according to risk dominance is derived in the context of

repeated play by myopic players. Specifically, Kandori et al. consider the following sit-

uation in which a 2-person 2 x 2 game has to be played by members of two (equally)

large but finite populations. In each round, the members of the populations are randomly

matched, each player chooses an action and the average payoff resulting from each action

is made public. (Van Huyck et al. (1990) report on experimental resulta obtained in a

similar context, and they find that play converges to the risk dominant equilibrium quite

rapidly. Also see Crawford (1991).) Kandori et al. assume that the players are myopic,
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i.e. that in each period t each player will choose that action that was most success-

ful in the previous period. Furthermore, they assume that players independently make

mistakes (i.e. choose an action different from the intended one) with a small probability s.

Kandori et al. (1991) are interested in the long run behavior of thia system and

they find that, given the learning procesa postulated, the system will find itself at the

risk dominant equilibrium moat of the time. To illuatrate why this is the case, let us

consider the game G~ from Figure 1. Given that behavior is myopic, the state of the

system at time t is completely characterized by the pair of numbers r- (rl, rz) where r;

(r; E{0,1, . .., N} with N being the aize of each population) ia the number of individuals

in population i that choosea R;, and the system evolves according to a Markov chain.

(Note that two games that are best reply equivalent induce the same Markov chain.)

Since playera make mistakes, all states are connected, hence, there is a unique limit

distribution. Note that one needs (roughly) at least 2N~3 mistakes to move the system

away from the state r- (N, N) where everybody plays R. (With less mistakes, action

R; remains optimal.) On the other hand, if there are N~3 mistakes in one population

(and at least one in the other so that the payoffs to both atrategies can be observed),

the system moves from the state r-(0, 0) in which all playera play L. Since mistakes

are assumed to be independent, the system remains much longer at r- (N, N) than at

r-(0, 0) and if the mistake probability e tends to zero, the probability that the system

is found ín the state where everybody plays R tends to 1.
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